Abstract. Odlyzko and Stanley introduced a greedy algorithm for constructing infinite sequences with no 3-term arithmetic progressions when beginning with a finite set with no 3-term arithmetic progressions. The sequences constructed from this procedure are known as Stanley sequences and appear to have two distinct growth rates which dictate whether the sequences are structured or chaotic. A large subclass of sequences of the former type is independent sequences, which have a self-similar structure. An attribute of interest for independent sequences is the character. In this paper, building on recent progress, we prove that every nonnegative integer λ R t1, 3, 5, 9, 11, 15u is attainable as the character of an independent Stanley sequence, thus resolving a conjecture of Rolnick.
Introduction
Let N 0 denote the set of nonnegative integers. A subset of N 0 is called ℓ-free if it contains no arithmetic progressions (APs) with ℓ-terms. We say a subset, or sequence of elements, of N 0 is free of arithmetic progressions if it is 3-free. In 1978, Odlyzko and Stanley [4] used a greedy algorithm (see Definition 1) , further generalized in [1] , to produce AP-free sequences. Their algorithm produced sequences with two distinct growth rates -those which are highly structured (Type I) and those which are seemingly random (Type II). These classes of Stanley sequences will be more precisely defined in Conjecture 2. Definition 1. Given a finite 3-free set A " ta 0 , . . . , a n u Ă N 0 , the Stanley sequence generated by A is the infinite sequence S pAq " ta 0 , a 1 , . . . u defined by the following recursion. If k ě n and a 0 ă¨¨¨ă a k have been defined, let a k`1 be the smallest integer a k`1 ą a k such that ta 0 , . . . , a k u Y ta k`1 u is 3-free. Though formally one writes S pta 0 , . . . , a n uq, we will frequently use the notation S pa 0 , . . . , a n q instead.
Remark. Without loss of generality, we may assume that every Stanley sequence begins with 0 by shifting the sequence. In Rolnick's investigation of Stanley sequences [5] , he made the following conjecture about the growth rate of the two types of Stanley sequences.
Conjecture 2. Let S pAq " pa n q be a Stanley sequence. Then, for all n large enough, one of the following two patterns of growth is satisfied:
‚ Type I: α{2 ď lim inf a n {n log 2 p3q ď lim sup a n {n log 2 p3q ď α for some constant α, or ‚ Type II: a n " Θ pn 2 { ln pnqq.
Though Type II Stanley sequences are mysterious, a great deal of progress has been made in classifying Type I sequences [3] . In [5] , Rolnick introduced the concept of the independent Stanley sequence which follow Type I growth and are defined as follows: Definition 3. A Stanley sequence S pAq " pa n q is independent if there exist constants λ " λ pAq and κ " κ pAq such that for all k ě κ and 0 ď i ă 2 k , we have
This definition's importance stems from the fact that a suitable generalization of such sequences, known as psuedomodular sequences, defined by Moy and Rolnick in [3] , appear to encompass all Type I sequences, and many natural Type I sequences fall into this class.
Definition 4. Given a Stanley sequence S pAq, we define the omitted set O pAq to be the set of nonnegative integers that are neither in S pAq nor are covered by S pAq. For O pAq ‰ ∅, we let ω pAq denote the largest element of O pAq.
Remark. The only Stanley sequence S pAq with O pAq " ∅ is S p0q.
Using this definition, one can show the following lemma.
Lemma 5 (Lemma 2.13, [5] ). If S pAq is independent, then ω pAq ă λ pAq.
Lemma 5 will be used (sometimes implicitly) in the proofs of Lemmas 18 and 19. The constant λ from Definition 3 is called the character, and it is easy to show that λ ě 0 for all independent Stanley sequences. If κ is taken as small as possible, then a 2 κ is called the repeat factor. Informally, κ is the point at which the sequence begins its repetitive behavior. Rolnick and Venkataramana proved that every sufficiently large integer ρ is the repeat factor of some independent Stanley sequence [6] .
Rolnick also made a table [5] of independent Stanley sequences with various characters λ ě 0. He found Stanley sequences with every character up to 75 with the exception of those in the set t1, 3, 5, 9, 11, 15u. In light of his observations, he made the following conjecture.
Conjecture 6 (Conjecture 2.15, [5] ). The range of the character function is exactly the set of nonnegative integers n that are not in the set t1, 3, 5, 9, 11, 15u.
There has been much recent progress towards verifying this conjecture.
Theorem 7 (Theorem 1.10, [2] ). Let S pAq be an independent Stanley sequence where A is a finite 3-free subset of N 0 . Then λ pAq R t1, 3, 5, 9, 11, 15u.
Theorem 8 (Theorem 1.5, [7] ). All nonnegative integers λ " 0 mod 2 and λ ı 244 mod 486 can be achieved as characters of independent Stanley sequences.
The aim of this paper is to prove Conjecture 6.
Theorem 9. All nonnegative integers λ R t1, 3, 5, 9, 11, 15u can be achieved as characters of independent Stanley sequences.
The proof of this theorem may be found at the end of Section 3. In order to prove this result, we will utilize the theory of modular sets developed in [3] and near-modular sets developed in [7] . Modular sequences comprise a class of Stanley sequences of Type I which contains all independent Stanley sequences as a strictly smaller subset.
Definition 10. Let A be a set of integers and z be an integer. We say that z is covered by A if there exist x, y P A such that x ă y and 2y´x " z. We frequently say that z is covered by x and y.
Suppose that N is a positive integer. If x, y, z P Z, we say they form an arithmetic progression modulo N, or a mod-AP, if 2y´x " z pmod Nq.
Suppose again that N is a positive integer and A Ď Z. Then we say that z is covered by A modulo N, or mod-covered, if there exist x, y P A with x ď y such that x, y, z form an arithmetic progression modulo N.
Definition 11. Fix an N ě 1. Suppose the set A Ă t0, . . . , N´1u containing 0 is 3-free modulo N and all integers ℓ are covered by A modulo N. Then A is said to be a modular set modulo N and S pAq is said to be a modular Stanley sequence modulo N.
Observe that the modulus N of a modular Stanley sequence is analogous to the repeat factor ρ of an independent Stanley sequence. One can make this statement more precise in the following proposition:
Proposition 12 (Proposition 2.3, [3] ). Suppose A is a finite subset of the nonnegative integers and suppose S pAq is an independent Stanley sequence with repeat factor ρ. Then S pAq is a modular Stanley sequence modulo 3 n¨ρ for some integer n ě 0.
We end this section with the definition of near-modular sets, a slight generalization of modular sets introduced by Sawhney [7] , and a product on such sets.
Definition 13. Fix N P N. A set A is said to be near-modular mod N if 0 P A, A is 3-free mod N, and every integer ℓ is mod-covered by A.
Note that the only difference between a near-modular set and a modular set defined earlier is that there is no size restriction on the maximum element of a near-modular set. We now define a product on near-modular sets to compose such sets. This operation is identical to that for modular sets given in Moy and Rolnick in [3] and we include the proof for completeness. For notational purposes, X`Y " tx`y | x P X, y P Y u and c¨X " tcx | x P Xu. Proof. We show that each of the conditions outlined above is satisfied by A`N¨B.
‚ Since 0 P A, B, it follows that 0`N¨p0q " 0 P A b B. ‚ Suppose that x A`N x B , y A`N b 2 , and z A`N z B are in arithmetic progression mod MN with x A , y A , z A P A and x B , y B , z B P B. It follows that x A , y A , and z A are in arithmetic progression mod N, and therefore x A " y A " z A as A is a near-modular set. Thus it follows that x B , y B , and z B form an arithmetic progression mod M. Since B is a nearmodular set as well it follows that x A " y B " z B and the result follows. ‚ It obviously suffices to prove this for 0 ď ℓ ď MN´1. Observe that ℓ " pℓ mod Nq`Nt
There exist x A , y A P A such that 2y A´xA " ℓ mod N and y A ě x A . Therefore it follows that 2y A´xA " ℓ`C¨N mod MN. Now there exists 2y B´xB " t ℓ N u´C mod M so that 2 py A`N y B q´px A`N x B q " ℓ mod MN and the result follows.
Even Characters
In light of the similarity between modular and near-modular sets, we connect the two definitions and show that given a near-modular set with a certain maximal value, we can produce a Stanley sequence with a particular character by constructing a suitable modular set.
Lemma 15. Given a near-modular set L mod N with maximum element t, there exists a modular Stanley sequence with character λ " 2t`1´N. Furthermore if |L| is a power of two, this is an independent Stanley sequence.
Proof. The key idea of this lemma is to repeatedly takes the product a near-modular set with t0, 1u (which is near-modular mod 3) to reduce a near-modular set to a modular set. In particular let
where we have taken the product with t0, 1u k times. Using Lemma 14, L k is a modular set modulo N¨3 k provided its maximal element is less than N¨3 k . Observe that
which is less than N¨3 k for k sufficiently large. The character obtained from S pL k q is easily calculated and we take pa i q " S pL k q. Note that this sequences is modular by Theorem 2.4 in Moy and Rolnick [3] . By construction,
" 2t`1´N as desired. The final statement that this sequence is independent if |L| is a power of two is essentially by definition.
Given this procedure of converting near-modular sets to modular sets, we now demonstrate that the existence of certain modular sets implies that all positive even integers occur as characters. Note this lemma can be deduced using techniques in [7] , however the proof techniques used in Lemma 16 are used extensively in Section 3. for k ě 2 and k ı 0 mod 3. The hypothesis implies the existence of such sets for k " 2. Since gcd p2, 3q " 1, observe that 2¨A t is a near-modular set mod 3 n and therefore 2¨A t satisfies the condition to be A Letting k range over integers ě 2 and t range over all positive integers gives the desired result.
Lemma 16. Suppose that for each positive integer t, there exists
The remainder of this section is dedicated to constructing the modular sets A t required by Lemma 16. The following sets will be crucial in proving Theorem 9. Let
( , where the exponents refer to repeatedly taking the product by the set being exponentiated.
Remark. Observe that T n`1 " pt0, 1u b t0, 2uqbT n and U n`1 " pt0, 2u b t0, 1uqbU n . Furthermore, T n , Ă T n , U n , Ă U n are modular sets since they are constructed from other modular sets using the b operation.
Theorem 17. For all t P N there exists a modular set A t modulo 3 t with |A t | " 2 t and max pA t q " 2¨3 t´1 .
Observe that the A t in Theorem 17 is the same as the one mentioned in Lemma 16. The proof of Theorem 17 follows from Lemmas 18 and 19 below.
Lemma 18. For all n P N, A n is modular set modulo 3 2n`1 with |A n | " 2 2n`1 and max pA n q " 2¨3 2n .
Proof. We proceed by induction on n. Base Cases: n " 0, 1. A quick calculation shows that A 0 " t0, 2u is a modular set modulo 3 with |A 0 | " 2 and max pA 0 q " 2 and that A 1 " t0, 1, 6, 7, 10, 15, 16, 18u is a modular set modulo 27 with |A 1 | " 8 with max pA 1 q " 18.
Induction
Step: Suppose n ě 1 and that the set A n is modular with modulus 3 2n`1 , |A n | " 2
and max pA n q " 2¨3 2n . We wish to prove that A n`1 is a modular set with modulus 3 2n`3 with |A n`1 | " 2 2n`3 and max pA n`1 q " 2¨3 2n`2 . First we show that A n`1 is 3-free modulo 3 2n`3 . Since Ć T n`1 is 3-free modulo 3 2n`3 , any mod-AP in A n`1 contains the element 2¨3 2n`2 . If there exists a mod-AP in A n`1 then there either exist (Case I)
2n`2 then x ą 3 2n`2 and x " 3 2n`2`x wherex P T n`1 by definition of Ć T n`1 . In this case, we have 2y "x mod 3 2n`3 , a contradiction with Ć T n`1 being 3-free modulo 3 2n`3 . If y ą 3 2n`2 , we obtain a similar contradiction. If x ă y ă 3 2n`2 , then 0 ă 2y´x ă 2¨3 2n`2 , a contradiction. Finally, if y ă x ă 3 2n`2 , then´3 2n`2 ď 2y´x ă 3 2n`2 . However, the left inequality is only obtainable when x " 3 2n`2 , a contradiction with 3 2n`2 R A n`1 .
Case II: In this case, x, z ă 2¨3 2n`2 and x, z ‰ 3 2n`2 . Hence x`z ă 4¨3 2n`2 and thus x`z " 3 2n`2 with x, z P T n`1 . Therefore, z, 3 2n`2 , 3 2n`2`x is an AP in Ć T n`1 , a contradiction.
We conclude that A n`1 is 3-free modulo 3 2n`3 .
Now we show that all z P t0, . . . , 3 2n`3´1 uzA n`1 are covered by A n`1 modulo 3 2n`3 . If z P t0, . . . , 3 2n`3´1 uz pA n`1 Y t3 2n`2 uq, then z is mod-covered by Ć T n`1 . If z is mod-covered by x ă y ă z with x, y P Ć T n`1 , then it is mod-covered by A n`1 unless x or y is 3 2n`2 . Therefore, we need to show that elements of the following two forms are mod-covered by A n`1 .
‚ Case I: 2¨3 2n`2´x where x P T n`1 and x ‰ 0 ‚ Case II: 3 2n`2`2 x where x P T n`1 Case I: In this case x " 9x 1`x 0 with x 1 P T n and x 0 P t0, 1, 6, 7u by definition of T n`1 . If x 1 ‰ 0 then 2¨3 2n´x1 R A n and is therefore covered (since ω pA n q ă λ pA n q " 3 2n`1 ď 2¨3 2n´x1 ) bỹ x,ỹ, 2¨3 2n´x1 withx ăỹ andx,ỹ P A n . Clearly,x,ỹ ‰ 3 2n , 2¨3 2n ; therefore,x,ỹ P T n . Hence, 9x`x 0 ă 9ỹ covers 2¨3 2n`2´x
. Unfortunately, our argument fails when x 1 " 0 and x 0 ‰ 0. In these three cases, we produce the following 3-term APs:
These coverings always work because, for all n ě 1, 1, 7, 9, 15, 69 P T n`1 , 144 P Ć T n`1 and 15 ă 3 2n`2`7 , 144 ă 3 2n`2`6 9, and 9 ă 3 2n`2`1 .
Case II: In this case x " 9x
1`x 0 with x 1 P T n and with x 0 P t0, 1, 6, 7u. When x 1 " x 0 " 0, we have the mod-covering 0, 2¨3 2n`2 , 3 2n`2 . In the case x 1 " 0 and x 0 " 6, 7, we use the following mod-coverings: 3 2n`2`6 , 3 2n`2`9 , 3 2n`2`1 2 and 3 2n`2`6 , 3 2n`2`1 0, 3 2n`2`1 4. In the case x 1 " 0 and x 0 " 1, observe that 3 2n´1 is covered byx ăỹ ă 3 2n´1 in T n . Hence 9x`1, 9ỹ`6, 3
2n`2`2 covers 3 2n`2`2 with 9x`1, 9ỹ`6 P A n`1 . Otherwise, x 1 ‰ 0. Therefore, 3 2n`2 x 1 R A n and it is mod-covered (and in fact covered) by a 3-term progressionx,ỹ, 3 2n`2 x 1 withx,ỹ P A n . Ifx,ỹ ‰ 2¨3 2n then 9x ă 9ỹ`x 0 covers x.
Claim: This only occurs when x 1 " 2¨3 2n´1 . Proof of Claim: Observe that the greatest element of Ă T n strictly less than 3 2n is
and is in fact the largest element of T n . Also observe that there are no elements of T n between β´2¨3 2n´1 and 2¨3 2n´1 (non-inclusive).
If
However, this implies thatx ě 3 2n`2¨32n´1 by the structure of T n and Ă T n . Therefore,x " 3 2n`2¨32n´1 and x 1 " 2¨3 2n´1 . Finally, we have to show that 2¨3 2n`2`32n`1`2 x 0 are mod-covered by A n`1 when x 0 P t0, 1, 6, 7u. We provide the mod-coverings here:
2n`2`6 , 3 2n`2`2¨32n`1`1 0, 2¨3 2n`2`32n`1`1 4. We have deduced that A n`1 is a modular set modulo 3 2n`3 with |A n`1 | " 2 2n`3 and max pA n`1 q " 2¨3 2n`2 . Thus we have our result by induction.
Lemma 19. For all n P N, B n is a modular set modulo 3 2n with |B n | " 2 2n and max pB n q " 2¨3 2n´1 .
The proof of this proposition is very similar to the proof of Lemma 18. We provide its proof for completeness but we omit the details when its proof is identical to the previous lemma.
Proof. Base Cases: n " 1, 2. A quick calculation shows that B 1 " t0, 2, 5, 6u is a modular set modulo 9 with |B 1 | " 4 and max pB 1 q " 2¨3 and that is a modular set modulo 81 with |B 2 | " 16 with max pB 2 q " 54.
Induction
Step: Suppose the set B m is modular with modulus 3 2m , |B m | " 2 2m and max pB m q " 2¨3 2m´1 for all m ď n where n ě 2. We wish to prove that B n`1 is a modular set with modulus 3 2n`2 with |B n`1 | " 2 2n`2 and max pB n`1 q " 2¨3 2n`1 . The proof that B n`1 is 3-free modulo 3 2n`2 is identical to the analogous proof in the previous lemma.
Now we show that all z P t0, . . . , 3 2n`2´1 uzB n`1 are covered by B n`1 modulo 3 2n`2 . If z P t0, . . . , 3 2n`2´1 uz pB n`1 Y t3 2n`1 uq, then z is mod-covered by Ć U n`1 . If z is mod-covered by x ă y ă z with x, y P Ć U n`1 , then it is mod-covered by B n`1 unless x or y is 3 2n`1 . Therefore, we need to show that elements of the following two forms are mod-covered by B n`1 .
‚ Case I: 2¨3 2n`1´x where x P U n`1 and x ‰ 0 ‚ Case II: 3 2n`1`2 x where x P U n`1 Case I: In this case x " 9x 1`x 0 with x 1 P U n and x 0 P t0, 2, 3, 5u by definition of U n`1 . If
2n´1´x1 R B n and is therefore covered byx,ỹ, 2¨3 2n´1´x1 withx ăỹ andx,ỹ P B n . Clearly,x,ỹ ‰ 3 2n´1 , 2¨3 2n´1 ; therefore,x,ỹ P U n . Hence, 9x`x 0 ă 9ỹ covers 2¨3
2n`1´x . Unfortunately, our argument fails when x 1 " 0 and x 0 ‰ 0. In these three cases, we produce the following 3-term APs:
These coverings work for all n ě 1 because 20, 21, 23 P U n`1 , 45, 48 P Ć U n`1 and 48 ă 3 2n`1`2 3, 45 ă 3 2n`1`2 1, and 45 ă 3 2n`1`2 0.
1`x 0 with x 1 P U n and with x 0 P t0, 2, 3, 5u by definition of U n`1 . When x 1 " x 0 " 0, we have the mod-covering 0, 2¨3 2n`1 , 3 2n`1 . In the case x 1 " 0 and x 0 " 2, we have the covering 3 2n`1`2 , 3 2n`1`3 , 3 2n`1`4 .
When x 1 " 0 and x 0 P t3, 5u, we require a different argument. Consider α " 3 2n´3´1 . If α P U n´1 , then 81α`3, 81α`45, 3
2n`1`6 and 81α`3, 81α`47, 3 2n`1`1 0 provide the necessary coverings. If α R U n´1 , then it is covered byx ăỹ ă α modulo 3 2n´1 . Therefore, 81x`3, 81ỹ`45, 3
2n`1`6 and 81x`3, 81ỹ`47, 3 2n`1`1 0 provide the necessary coverings.
Otherwise, x 1 ‰ 0. Therefore, 3 2n´1`2 x 1 R B n and it is mod-covered (and in fact covered) by a 3-term progressionx,ỹ, 3 2n´1`2 x 1 withx,ỹ P B n . Ifx,ỹ ‰ 2¨3 2n´1 then 9x ă 9ỹ`x 0 covers z.
Claim: This case can only occur when x 1 " 2¨3 2n´2 . Proof of Claim: The proof is identical to the analogous proof in the previous lemma. We still have to show that 2¨3 2n`1`32n`2 x 0 are mod-covered by B n`1 when x 0 P t0, 2, 3, 5u. We provide the mod-coverings here:
2n`1`32n`1 0. We have deduced that B n`1 is a modular set modulo 3 2n`2 with |B n`1 | " 2 2n`2 and max pB n`1 q " 2¨3 2n`1 . Thus we have our result by induction.
Odd Characters
For the odd character case of Theorem 9, we first show that all λ ı 1 mod 30 are attainable as characters of independent Stanley sequences. Using the construction from the previous section, we then show that all odd character values are obtainable with the possible exception of a pair of exponential families. These exceptional families of characters are then shown to be attainable using near-modular sets mod 28.
Lemma 20. For all λ ě 61, λ " 1 mod 2, and λ ı 1 mod 30, there exists an independent Stanley sequence with character λ.
Proof. In the appendix, we give near-modular sets mod 30 with maximum elements 46 ď ℓ ď 59 and 61 ď ℓ ď 74. Note that incrementing the maximum value of each of these sets by 30, leaves unchanged the property that the set is near-modular mod 30. Therefore it follows that there is a near-modular set mod 30 with maximum element t for t ě 45 and t ı 0 mod 15. Lemma 15 then implies the existence of Stanley sequences with characters λ " 2t´30`1 " 2 pt´15q`1 and the result follows by ranging over all t ě 45 and t ı 0 mod 15.
Lemma 21. Suppose that λ " 1 mod 30 and is not of the form 10¨3 n`1 or 20¨3 n`1 for n P N. Then there exists an independent Stanley sequence with character λ.
Proof. We first construct families C n , D n , E n , F n of near-modular sets. Let R n for n ě 0 denote any family of modular sets such that R n is modular mod 3 n`1 with maximum element 2¨3 n . The existence of R n is guaranteed by Theorem 16. Then ‚ Let C n " R n b t0, 7, 9, 16u. The maximum element of C n is 2¨3 n`1 6¨3 n`1 " 50¨3 n , and C n is a near-modular set mod 10¨3 n`1 . ‚ Let R 1 n denote the set obtained by doubling every element in R n then increasing the maximum element by 3 n`1 . Let D n " R 1 n b t0, 7, 9, 16u. The maximum element of D n is 7¨3 n`1 6¨3 n`1 " 55¨3 n , and D n is a near-modular set mod 10¨3 n`1 . ‚ Let R 2 n denote the set obtained by increasing the maximum element in R n by 3 n`2 . Let E n " R 2 n b t0, 1, 7, 8u. The maximum element of E n is 3 n`2`2¨3n`8¨3n`1 " 35¨3 n , and E n is a near-modular set mod 10¨3 n`1 . ‚ Let R 3 n denote the set obtained by multiplying every element in R n by 8. Let F n " R 4 n b t0, 1, 7, 8u. The maximum element of F n is 16¨3 n`8¨3n`1 " 40¨3 n , and F n is a near-modular set mod 10¨3 n`1 . Now we consider which characters are obtained by C n , possibly adding multiples of 10¨3 n`1 to the largest element. For any nonnegative integer k, we obtain the character 2`50¨3 n`1 0k¨3 n`1˘`1´1 0¨3 n`1 " p70`60kq 3 n`1 .
Analogously, the possible characters obtained by D n , E n , F n , respectively, are:
2`55¨3 n`1 0k¨3 n`1˘`1´1 0¨3 n`1 " p80`60kq 3 n`1 ,
2`35¨3
n`1 0k¨3 n`1˘`1´1 0¨3 n`1 " p40`60kq 3 n`1 , and 2`40¨3 n`1 0k¨3 n`1˘`1´1 0¨3 n`1 " p50`60kq 3 n`1 .
These four sets together yield all λ of the form 10t¨3 n`1 where 3 ∤ t and t R t1, 2u. Letting n range over the positive integers gives the desired result.
Lemma 22. For all λ ě 87, λ " 1 mod 2, and λ ı 1 mod 14, there exists an independent Stanley sequence with character λ.
Proof. In the appendix we give a near-modular sets mod 28 with maximum elements 57 ď ℓ ď 69 and 71 ď ℓ ď 83. If one increments the maximum value of any of these sets by 28, the property that the set is near-modular mod 28 remains unchanged. It follows that there is a near-modular set mod 28 with maximal element t for all t ě 57 and t ı 0 mod 14. Therefore, Lemma 15 implies the existence of Stanley sequences with characters λ " 2t´28`1 " 2 pt´14q`1 and the result follows by ranging over all t ě 57 and t ı 0 mod 14. Now we proceed to prove the main result of the paper.
Theorem 23. Every odd positive integer λ R t1, 3, 5, 9, 11, 15u is the character of some independent Stanley sequence.
Proof. Rolnick proved the existence of such λ for λ ď 73 in [5] . Now suppose that some odd λ ą 73 is not attainable. Then according to Lemmas 20 and 21, λ is of the form 10¨3 n`1 or 20¨3 n`1 , and in particular λ ě 91. But according to the Lemma 22, this implies 7|λ´1, which is impossible. Hence the theorem follows.
Conclusions
This paper has proven Rolnick's character conjecture (Conjecture 6) by showing that each nonnegative integer λ R t1, 3, 5, 9, 11, 15u occurs as the character of some independent Stanley sequence. Further investigation is required to determine whether the theory of near-modular sets can be applied to other conjectures of Rolnick [5] . Although this paper contributes to the understanding of Stanley sequences with Type I growth, proving that any Stanley sequence follows Type II growth would be a significant contribution to the theory.
